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Dear Sirs,

Re: Buner 'a and Innovative Coin amies Consultation Pa er
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We refor to the Consultation Paper ("Consultation Paper") on the proposed Listing
Regime for Companies from Emerging and Innovative Sectors. We very much welcome
and support EXchange's proposal to expand the listing regime to facilitate the listing of
companies from emerging and innovative sectors and we wish to share our views and
coriume, Its as follows:

21'"ditto, , vs rin"@vatio"@! would be bin, rediPt, h rime
We must point out that our world and corporations' directions are and will be
continually changing, and at a very I^. st pace. The definition and Gategorizatioii of
biotech is very blurred and not really definable. Forthettnore, innovation is a
continually changing state, and what is tradition versus innovation at would be
blurred with time.

Therefore, we applaud the EXchange for taking this initiative, and for taking the
first step in allowing and encouraging changes in our business world. But when
fomiulating the WVR structure we must be prepared to allow for changing markets
and changing economies. We would consider tins initiative as a testing stage as we
are sure things would change, and our world econoniies would change.

Defining what is biotecb and what is innovation would also evolve very rapidly.
The EXchange must rewind itself that the contents and rules of itlis initiative will
have to be revised with changing conditions and with changing market damaiids.
However, it is important to start with some working game rules for now.
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Excessive Restrt, lion will 44ec, ,foep, ,,:pose, !like IPPR kegi", e
The hadarnental purpose of introducing the Weighted Voting Right ^'myR")
structure is to enable key figures of the company to exercise control of the company
despite having only a small percentage of shareholdings. It is all very well to say
that in order to protect the non-WVR shareholders dent, certain check and balance
shall be imposed to the myR structure. We agree with the EXchange that certain
matters shall be decided on a one-share-one'vote basis. But ally excessive

restriction will only defeat the purpose of the WVR. regime, in particular we
consider it not appropriate for disallowing WVR beneficiaries to exercise WVR. s
on tile changes to the issuer's constitutional documents and the appoininient or
removal of animdepetident non-executive director ("INEDs").

The WVR beneficiaries being people who are responsible for the continual success
of the company shall be able to detennirie tile rules goverrxing the activities of the
company, the operation of the board and the relationship between directors and
shareholders, Hence, the IAIVR beneficiaries shall be able to exercise WVRs in
respect of the Gnatiges in tile governing rules as set out in the constitutional
documents.

Finhennore, it is always important to have a slate of board members who share the
same business vision to supervise the overall business activities. Shared vision riot
only inspires, but also provides clarity on direction and ongoing gilldelines for
decision-junking. To deprive ^TVR. beneficiaries the riglit to decide on in^EDS'
appointo. ent and removal may have adverse impact on the effectiveness of the
operation of the Board and result in distracting the WVR beneficiaries from
achieving company success.

file Pre-IPO structure of blotsc}I companies is very different iaioir! other traditional
business company. The former usually have cornerstone investors as they usually
require large finialrig to finance its initial R&D. The imposition of any rigid
unitbrtnity policy on public float requirement may nave adverse impact on the
incentive of the histech companies for listing in Hong Kong. We consider that the
existing practice of dealing with cornerstone investors as regard public float are
sufficient to address this issue.
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Last but not the least, the EXchange and the Securities and Futures Coriumission must
recognize that the evolving businesses would be too complicated for them under the
existing Regulator Based Regi^Ie and we hope that ultimatoly Hong Kong would be
allowed to be developed into a full Disclosure Based Regime.

Thank you for your kind attention.

Yours faithfully,
For and on b^Ialf of
CRIBAT ^ACLE HOLDINGS LIMITED

Dr. 1<. S. Lo

Chairman
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